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Abstract. Agile method use in information systems development (ISD) has grown dramatically in recent
years. The emergence of these alternative approaches was very much industry-led at the outset, and
while agile method research is growing, the vast majority of these studies are descriptive and often lack
a strong theoretical and conceptual base. Insights from innovation adoption research can provide a new
perspective on analyzing agile method use. This paper is based on an exploratory study of the
application of the innovation assimilation stages to understand the use of agile practices, focusing in
particular on the later stages of assimilation, namely acceptance, routinisation and infusion. Four case
studies were conducted and based on the case study findings, the concepts of acceptance, routinisation
and infusion were adapted and applied to agile software development. These adapted concepts were
used to glean interesting insights into agile practice use. For example, it was shown that the period of
use of agile practices does not have a proportional effect on their assimilation depths. We also reflected
on the sequential assumption underlying the assimilation stages, showing that adopting teams do not
always move through the assimilation stages in a linear manner.
Keywords: agile method, systems development, assimilation stages, acceptance, routinisation, infusion,
agile practice assimilation stages

INTRODUCTION
Agile methods represent quite a popular initiative which complements previous critiques of formalised methods
(e.g. Baskerville et al. 1992), and have been well received by practitioners and academics. According to Tan and
Teo (2007), “agile techniques are fast becoming the adopted methodology commercially”. The fifth annual ‘State
of Agile Development’ survey sponsored by VersionOne, including 4,770 participants from 91 countries, shows
that approximately 28% of companies adopted agile processes, with this large uptake evident across all sizes of
organisation from small enterrpises to large multinationals (VersionOne, 2010). A number of methods are
included in the agile 1 family, the most notable being eXtreme Programming (XP) (Beck, 2000), Scrum
(Schwaber and Beedle, 2002), the Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) (Stapleton, 1997), Crystal
(Cockburn, 2001), Feature Driven Design (Coad and Palmer, 2002), and Lean Software Development (LSD)
(Poppendieck, 2001). There are many books, journals and articles explaining these agile methods. While
generally these text-book definitions are very detailed and prescriptive there is often a substantial difference
between the textbook ‘vanilla’ version of the method and the method actually enacted in practice. Fitzgerald et
al. (1997) refer to the latter as the “method-in-action”. Prescribed practices are constantly tailored to suit the
specific needs of teams and human nature inevitably leads to diverse interpretations and implementations of a
method.
1

There are many different interpretations of the term agile, so much so that it “has lost alot of its meaning” (Conboy, 2009).
Therefore this paper reuses a definition from Conboy (2009) which is based on an extensive conceptual review of other
studies of agility not just in IS, but also in fields such as manufacturing and management: ISD method agility is the continual
readiness of an ISD method to rapidly or inherently create change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from
change while contributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality and simplicity), through its collective components
and relationships with its environment.
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There are an increasing number of empirical studies on agile methods in real-world contexts (e.g. Grenning,
2001; Lippert et al., 2003; Murru et al., 2003; Rasmusson, 2003; Sharp & Robinson, 2004; Fitzgerald et al.,
2006; Mangalaraj et al., 2009). However the research on agile methods in practice is yet to yield significant
systematic and insightful knowledge that can either guide future research or inform effective adoption and use of
these methods in practice. Two issues in particular represent the main challenges to this branch of research.
Firstly, there is a lack of strong theoretical and conceptual foundation to many studies of agile methods
(Abrahamsson et al., 2009). In the absence of sound, systematic research there are few lessons learned across
studies, and thus the existing body of knowledge is somewhat fragmented and inconclusive. Secondly, agile
method use is often superficially judged as used or not used, whereas the actual implementation can be subtle,
partial and inconsistent, and so categorising a method as used or not used may be overly simplistic (Conboy &
Fitzgerald, 2011). Therefore, there is a need for studies that use a sound theoretical basis to explore the degree or
extent of agile practice use.
The concepts of innovation assimilation stages developed in the Information Technology (IT) innovation
research are one promising theoretical lens for this purpose. Rogers (1983) contends that a practice perceived as
new by adopters can be characterised as an innovation, and so agile methods can be defined as process
innovations of an ISD team. The innovation assimilation stages provide a structured mechanism to analyse agile
method use, respecting the incremental nature of adoption as opposed to an overly simplistic binary perspective
(i.e. either a method is used or it is not). Gallivan (2001) proposes six assimilation stages based on Cooper and
Zmud (1990) and Saga and Zmud (1994), namely initiation, adoption, adaptation, acceptance, routinisation and
infusion. The later three stages of assimilation, which describe various degrees of use of an innovation, have
particular relevance to the study of agile methods in use.
The goal of this study is to apply the innovation assimilation concepts to develop a deeper understanding of
agile method use. The agile methods investigated in this study are eXtreme Programming (XP) (Beck, 2000) and
Scrum (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002)2. These methods were chosen for a number of reasons, the foremost being
that they are the most widely used of the agile method family (as shown in VersionOne, 2009). Secondly, they
are very diverse in that XP is very prescriptive and engineer-oriented while Scrum is in essence a project
management method (Abrahamsson et al., 2002). By studying these two methods, this piece of research ensures
that lessons learned consider both perspectives. Finally, existing research has shown that ISD teams often use a
combination of XP and Scrum practices (Fitzgerald et al., 2006), and studying one set in isolation may not give a
true reflection of agile adoption. We have adopted a multiple case study approach, studying four ISD teams who
use either XP, Scrum or a combination of both.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section introduces innovation assimilation
theory. The research approach is then outlined, justified, and followed by a profile overview of the four cases.
The results of the data analysis are then presented, and the concepts of later assimilation stages are reflected
upon, resulting in the adaptation of these concepts in the context of agile software development. The usefulness
2

XP and Scrum have provided the focus for over 20 texts, an annual conference and indeed the vast majority of agile method
academic research and practice to date (Conboy & Fitzgerald, 2011). Given its popularity in both research and practice, we
chose to focus on XP and Scrum in this study.
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of the adapted concepts is demonstrated. The last section concludes with final remarks, limitations and
suggestions for future work.

INNOVATION ASSIMILATION STAGES
Meyer and Goes (1988) define assimilation as an organisational process that “(1) is set in motion when
individual organisation members first hear of an innovation’s development, (2) can lead to the acquisition of the
innovation, and (3) sometimes comes to fruition in the innovation’s full acceptance, utilization, and
institutionalization” (p. 897). In line with this definition, an assimilation stage describes how deeply an adopted
innovation penetrates the adopting unit (company, group or individuals) (Gallivan, 2001). In order to understand
the various stages of innovation assimilation, including the factors and events that influence them, Gallivan
(2001) suggests a six-staged model based on the work of Cooper and Zmud (1990) and Saga and Zmud (1994).
The six assimilation stages are as follows (Gallivan, 2001, p.59, p.63):


Initiation: a match is identified between an innovation and its intended application environment;



Adoption: the decision is made to adopt the innovation;



Adaptation: the innovation is developed, installed and maintained, and organisational members are
trained to use the innovation;



Acceptance: members are committed to using the innovation;



Routinisation: usage of the innovation is encouraged as a normal activity in the organisation; the
innovation is no longer defined as something out of the ordinary;



Infusion: the innovation is used in a comprehensive and sophisticated manner. Three different facets of
infusion are described:
o

Extensive use: using more features of the innovation;

o

Integrative use: using the innovation to create new workflow linkages among tasks;

o

Emergent use: using the innovation to perform tasks not in the pre-conceived scope.

Cooper and Zmud (1990) imply an “unfreeze-refreeze” sequential model of these stages by associating
initiation with Lewin’s (1952) unfreezing stage, adoption and adaptation with change stage, and acceptance,
routinisation and infusion with refreezing stage. Lewin's (1952) three-stage change model has been criticized for
failing to account for feedback, or for the situated nature of actions (Orlikowski & Hofman, 1997; Palmer &
Dunford, 1997). This criticism reflects a mechanistic interpretation of Lewin’s model. Actually Rosch (2002)
suggests that Lewin was fully aware of the situational nature of actions, but was limited at the time as the
language and concepts describing the interaction of context and situation were yet to be developed (Rosch,
2002). Cooper and Zmud (1990) claim the sequential model may be more appropriate for technologies that are
borrowed or adapted rather than custom made. Agile methods relate to the former category, and so the
assimilation stages can be applicable to agile methods adoption and use.
Our study focuses on the later assimilation stages, i.e., acceptance, routinisation and infusion. As Mangalaraj
et al. (2009) suggest, the post-adoption stage is deemed to be important in enriching our understanding of
downstream phases of IT innovations, but the majority of research on software process diffusion has
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concentrated on the early stages of adoption. One exception is Mangalaraj et al. (2009) who study the acceptance
of agile methods to determine how factors either facilitate or impede their acceptance. They examine agile
acceptance at the method level, and use acceptance in a broad sense which is not differentiated from later
assimilation stages (i.e., routinisation and infusion). However, we contend there is a need to examine agile
methods at the practice level due to the diversity of agile practices even within one agile method. More
importantly, there is a need to examine agile practices use in a manner that goes beyond acceptance stage. In
order to do so, we need clear definitions of the later assimilation stages that are relevant to agile practices. We
believe that the concept of innovation assimilation stages discussed above serve this purpose.

RESEARCH APPROACH
An exploratory, case study approach was chosen for this research for a number of reasons. Firstly, this study is
one of the first studies to use innovation assimilation stage concepts to investigate agile practices in use.
Secondly, the assimilation theories that were used were significantly adapted, and so using a well-established
previously tested instrument was not viable. Also, prior to engaging in the study, the researchers were aware that
many of the modifications and sophisticated uses of the agile practices would be quite subtle and in some cases
difficult to detect and verify. In such cases, exploratory research using methods such as case studies can help
identify and hone in on such phenomenon (Yin, 2003) The case study approach is considered suitable for this
study since it investigates a phenomenon in a real-life setting. It is also beneficial where control over behaviour is
not required or possible, as research data can be collected through observation in an unmodified setting (Yin,
2003). This study uses a multiple-case design to allow a cross-case pattern search. It also allows us to see
processes and outcomes across many cases, and to understand how they are affected by local conditions to
develop more sophisticated descriptions and powerful explanations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Each of the four
cases is based on an ISD team in a different organisation, using a set of practices from XP, Scrum or both. The
team were the unit of analysis, since agile practices are generally implemented at the team level e.g. team
retrospectives and planning meetings. This choice also responds to Mangalaraj et al.’s (2009) argument that team
level analysis is a much needed departure from prior studies that have used either organisation or individual as
the unit of analysis.

Data Collection and Analysis
To improve the reliability and repeatability of the research, we sought to provide an ‘audit trail’ of the research
process from data collection through to the drawing of conclusions. We followed Kirsch’s (2004) model,
defining a set of procedures to (i) identify and select project cases, (ii) determine who to interview and (iii) plan
how interviews were to be conducted. We prepared an interview protocol based on the concepts of innovation
assimilation stages discussed earlier. Data was collected primarily through personal face-to-face interviews.
Personal interviews are well suited for exploratory research, allowing expansive discussions to illuminate factors of
importance (Yin, 2003; Oppenheim, 1992). Also, the information gathered is likely to be more accurate than some
other methods since the interviewer can avoid inaccurate or incomplete answers by explaining the questions to the
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interviewee (Oppenheim, 1992). The interviews lasted between 50 and 120 minutes. The questions were largely
open-ended, allowing respondents freedom to convey their experiences and views, and expression of the socially
complex contexts (Yin, 2003; Oppenheim, 1992) that underpin ISD and agile method use. The interviews were
conducted in a responsive (Rubin & Rubin, 2005; Wengraf, 2001), or reflexive (Trauth & O'Connor, 1991)
manner, allowing the researcher to follow up on insights uncovered mid-interview, and adjust the content and
schedule of the interview accordingly. In order to aid analysis of the data after the interviews, all were recorded
with each interviewee’s consent, and were subsequently transcribed, proof-read and annotated by the researchers.
In any cases of ambiguity, clarification was sought from the corresponding interviewee via telephone or e-mail.
Documentation reviews and field notes were used as complementary data collection methods.
The data was analysed in two stages. Firstly, each case was analysed as a stand-alone entity, or what Yin
(2003) refers to as ‘within-case analysis’. The researchers then engaged in cross-case comparison. In the withincase analysis, the agile practices used and the manner of use by each team were identified and analysed. The
analysis process was guided by the innovation assimilation theory. Cross-case comparison was intended to
enable a better understanding of the assimilation stages reached. The background information of the teams was
also taken into account in this analysis.

Background to the Cases
Team A was based in a multinational organisation providing service-oriented architecture solutions. XP was
introduced and adopted company-wide for four years prior to the study. Senior management saw the potential
project management benefits of some XP practices and so mandated a company-wide adoption of the method.
Team A received formal XP training at this time.
Team B resided in a medium-sized company providing IT security services to clients in over 90 countries.
Before adopting agile methods, the company reached CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) Level 3
and the quality and reliability of software was considered high. Initially the company used a more waterfall style
process model.

Subsequently the senior management made a decision to adopt agile methods across the

organisation to enable a faster response to new threats in the marketplace. Large Scrum and XP training sessions
were organised for all project managers and developers. Following this three agile pilot projects were launched,
including Team B.
Team C was based in a small software house specialising in network security. The company’s previous three
projects had failed to deliver, prompting a shift to agile development. The company hoped to create conditions to
allow developers to produce software better, faster and cheaper. Team C had a six-month period of intensive XP
training, and subsequently applied XP to several projects with perceived success.
Team D was based in a large multinational consulting organisation, developing a web-based system for a
large government body. The organisation traditionally mandated a standard development method across the
entire company, and used this project on a one-off pilot basis to evaluate agile methods as an alternative. Five
team members attended training courses at the project outset, and some external agile method trainers were also
brought on-site to assist with the transition. The system was delivered four months early and well under budget,
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and the development team and clients were apparently very satisfied with the initiative. Table 1 provides an
overview of the profiles of the four case teams.
Team A

Team B

Team C

8

6

4

Team size

Team D
20

Team composition

6 developers, 1 test
manager, 1 project
manager.

4 developers, 1 tester, 1
Scrum master

3 developers, 1 project
manager

1 managing partner, 1 senior
manager, 4 business analysts,
12 developers, 2 testers

Location

Partially distributed in two
continents

Collocated in an open
office space

Collocated in an open
office space

Distributed across 2 sites

Development
method

XP

Scrum/XP

XP

Scrum/XP

Years of agile
method adoption

4.5

1.5

5

3

Type of system
developed

Commercial product,
middleware platform

Commercial product
IT services in security

External application,
management and security
systems

External application,
Web-based systems

Company
background

Medium, service-oriented
solution provider

Medium, providing security
solution and services

Small software house,
specialised in security,
management systems

Large multinational consulting
organisation

Table 1: The profiles of the four software development teams

ASSIMILATION OF AGILE PRACTICES IN THE FOUR CASES
Table 2 provides a list of the Scrum and XP practices and textbook definitions. They serve as a template against
which each team’s use of the agile practices is analysed. The assimilation level of each practice is then identified
based on the definition of innovation assimilation stages in the previous section.
Agile practice

Textbook definition

Small releases (Sprints)

Put a simple system into production quickly, and release new versions on a very
short cycle.

Planning game (Sprint
planning)

Prioritisation of scope for next release based on a combination of business
priorities and technical estimates.

Stand-up meetings
(daily meetings)
Retrospectives (post game
sessions)
40-hour week

Short daily status meeting.

On-site Customer

Include an actual user on the team, available full-time to answer questions.

Simple design

The design of the system should be as simple as possible.

Pair programming

Code is written by two programmers on the same machine.

Testing first

Continually write tests, which must run flawlessly for development to proceed.
Write test code before writing function code.

Continuous integration

Integrate and build the system every time a task is completed – this may be many
times per day.

Collective Ownership

Anyone can change any code anywhere in the system at anytime.

Refactoring

Programmers restructure the system, without removing functionality, to improve
code, performance, simplicity and flexibility.

Reflect on method strengths and weaknesses after each cycle.
Work time is generally limited to 40 hours per week.

Table 2: The textbook descriptions of the Scrum and XP practices (from Fitzgerald et al. 2006)
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Small Releases (Sprints)
This practice suggests the team put a simple system into production quickly, and release new versions on a very
short cycle. In XP short iterations of 2 weeks are suggested. In Scrum it is represented as 30-day ’Sprints’.
In Team A and Team D, the iterations varied in length. Both A and D did move to more iterative
development as would be expected with agile, but the iterations varied from 1 week to 9 weeks and time-boxing
was applied in some cases and not in others. More specifically, Team A collaborated with other units of the
company on a product line. All followed 6-week milestones between releases to maximise cross-unit
coordination. At the end of each milestone, each unit was required to produce a demonstratable delivery. Within
this 6-week period, they were not obliged to use 2-week iterations, and as a consequence, Team A did not use 2week iterations. In the case of Team D, while iterations of software were used, the duration of these varied
significantly, and ended whenever the team felt that they had done enough to show something substantial. In
addition, deliverables were not time-boxed into iterations and so it was clear that the core components of a Scrum
Sprint were not being adhered to.
In contrast, Team B and Team C used this practice consistently and routinely. Team B used regular Sprints
to pace the development activities. Team C used shorter, one-week iterations. Both teams delivered fully tested
working software at the end of each iteration.
Planning Game (Sprint Planning)
The ‘planning game’ is a practice of XP, while the corresponding practice in Scrum is referred to as Sprint
planning. During a planning game or Sprint planning meeting, tasks for the next Sprint are prioritised based on a
combination of business need and technical estimates.
In the case of Team A, since 2-week iterations were not used, the planning game was only conducted when
needed, when dealing with large and complex features for example. As with Team A, because Team D did not
use standard short iterations, and so standardised use of planning was also difficult. At the start of some iterations
the work was comprehensively planned, but less so in other cases. However, customisation of the practice was
evident, along with a more sophisticated use of the practice than the textbook prescription. Examples of
sophistication include a voting mechanism in the planning meeting. All user stories were uploaded to an intranet
and all customer employees could vote on which should be prioritised, allowing representation and consensus far
beyond the traditional agile practice of involving a single customer representative. However, it must also be
noted that this modification caused problems, as the prioritised user stories were often dependent on the size of
some departments and the level of awareness within each. For example, on one occasion 84 votes were cast by
the accounting department while the IT department cast one. The practice was modified further to combat this
anomaly, with votes subsequently limited to one per department. This then became the de facto standard
approach at the start of all future iterations.
Team B held regular Sprint planning meetings at the beginning of each monthly Sprint, in which
requirements were tightly defined and placed in a Sprint backlog. Developers did not have much influence on
how the requirements were selected and analyzed. The team was, however, responsible for defining tasks and
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providing estimates for implementing them in that Sprint. The customers were partially involved in each Sprint
planning meeting, but the product owner, who played the customer proxy role, was always involved in the
meeting.
Team C also used planning games routinely, involving index cards (1/4 A4 size) and storyboards, two
common techniques used by XP teams to facilitate planning. In addition, Team C customised the use of index
cards, using different colours to distinguish between different types: green for user stories, blue for tasks and red
for spikes3. All the cards were then appended to a storyboard and arranged in categories. Simultaneously, all
information about user stories and acceptance tests were recorded in the project wiki, to which all developers and
customers had access. These activities provided the rationale for regarding these teams as making sophisticated
use of the practice.
Stand-up Meetings (Daily Meetings)
Stand-up meetings suggested by XP (or daily meetings by Scrum) are short daily status meetings where team
members quickly plan the work of the day and identify any technical obstacles to fulfilling that work. Typical
questions used in stand-up meetings are: “What did I work on yesterday?”, “What do I plan to work on today?”
and “What is getting in my way?”
Team A adopted stand-up meetings but did not use them on a daily basis. They typically held quick meetings
on days where needed or where many days had passed without a meeting.
Team B held daily meetings regularly, which facilitated dissemination of information and analysis of project
metrics which were then used for planning and project monitoring. Daily meetings had also become an effective
problem-solving mechanism in Team B. Most problems, including design issues, were actually solved based on
discussions initiated in these meetings.
In contrast, Team C and D used this practice in a much more comprehensive and sophisticated manner,
going beyond regular use. In the case of Team C, the team referred to this practice as a “steering” mechanism. In
each working day, the team held a brief steering session in the morning to plan work for that day, and identify
potential technical obstacles that may exist. Steering meetings occasionally occurred more than once a day, with
morning and afternoon meetings if necessary. The comprehensive use of the practice was demonstrated in Team
C by this increased usage. In the case of Team D, they not only started holding meetings twice a day, but also
customised this practice quite substantially after the first few months. They moved beyond the textbook format,
whereby the team not only identified and discussed problems, but reprioritised and reallocated tasks to solve
these problems. These are evidence that the practice was not only a routine part of the development process but
also inherently infused in the team’s culture and behaviour.
Retrospectives (Post Game Sessions)
Retrospectives suggested by XP (or post game sessions by Scrum) are meetings where a development team
reflects on the strengths and weaknesses of the development method and process after each iteration (or Sprint).
3

Spikes are exploratory tasks aiming at solving any issues that emerge during the course of development.
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In Team A, only the team manager formally reflected on their development process, and even this, by his
own admittance, was not done on a regular basis.
Retrospectives were conducted more frequently and consistently in Team B and D. At the end of each
iteration they reviewed and adapted use of the practices effectively. For example, Team B’s Scrum master used
retrospectives to facilitate test driven development. He presented the concrete measurement of the test coverage
at the retrospectives and facilitated the team’s decision to improve quality of the developed product by adopting
test first and continuous integration practices.
In addition to the routinised use, Team C demonstrated more intensive use and high level customisation of
the practice. The team named this practice “feedback” and it was the first thing they did in a working day (rather
than conducting it once per iteration) before the daily stand-up meeting. During the feedback session the team
members reflected on the previous working day. The feedback not only focused on the development process, but
also on achievements, feelings and anxieties amongst team members. The team recorded the feedback in the team
wiki to document lessons learnt. The team had even extended the practice to self retrospectives, believing that
self reflection was a precondition for effective team retrospectives.
40-hour Week
This practice advocates that work time should be limited to 40 hours per week. This practice was not
implemented by Team A.
In team B the 40-hour week was endorsed and adhered to, and the working hours of developers were time
boxed to ensure they did not work overtime.
In Team C and Team D the 40-hour week was not only embraced but also implemented in a sophisticated
manner. A typical working day of Team C was eight hours, time-boxed into 15 working units. One unit was
composed of 25-minute working time followed by a 5-minute break. During the day there were two long breaks
of 15 minutes each. The team actually used a timer to help them to keep this pace. In the case of Team D, they
modified the practice beyond the recommended 8 hours per day. Because the clients worked to a split-shift rota,
the team alternated between 6 and 10 hour days, and in some cases stretched this to 4 and 12 hour shifts for a 2
month period to align with client working hours.
On-site Customer
This practice suggests that the development team should include an actual user on the team, who is available
full/time to answer questions.
The on-site customer practice was not fully implemented or regularly used in Team A. The team used
internal resources (product managers) as customer proxies in the absence of a real customer, and even the
customer proxy was not always on-site.
The practice was not fully implemented in Team B and Team C either, but unlike Team A, they used the
adapted practice regularly. Team B used the product owner as customer proxy, who worked closely with the
development team and was always present in Sprint planning meetings. In addition, the Scrum master was in
daily contact with the real customers of the project. Team C managed to involve their customers in every
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planning meeting and acceptance testing, and communicated frequently with them within the weekly iteration, to
achieve the same effect that a full on-site customer can bring.
The assimilation process of this practice in Team D was intriguing. The on-site customer practice was
routinely implemented at the start of Team D’s project, with the client representative based full-time on the
development site. This continued for approximately six months followed by a more sophisticated use of the
practice after this point. Firstly, the team found that a single person could not provide a sufficiently broad
knowledge of the customer organisation and its needs. Therefore a second “roving role” was introduced, whereby
in addition to the original representative a second would visit the site each day. This person would rotate across
departments ensuring that the team had access to a legal expert on one day, a network technician on another, a
system user on the third and so on. The permanent and ‘roving’ roles would then interchange between the two
distributed locations, maximising dissemination of knowledge across the entire development effort. However,
while the on-site customer practice was highly routinised in its basic form, it disintegrated once the sophisticated
modifications were introduced. Since this sophistication confused the team and made it hard to maintain the
availability of each type of on-site customer to each site when it was needed, the team abandoned the practice in
less than two months.
Simple Design
The design of the system should be as simple as possible in order to quickly respond to change requests. This
practice was not evident in Team A.
Team B’s system design was initially complex but changed to follow a more simple approach when
developers’ knowledge of agile development methods increased. However, the practice was not adhered to
consistently due to technical obstacles encountered by the team.
In contrast, Team C highly embraced and adhered to this practice. The team believed that design emerged
from code and therefore simple design was embodied by simple code implemented in everyday work.
In the case of Team D, simple design was not only highly embraced and strictly adhered to but also
implemented in a more sophisticated manner by involving the on-site customer. The early stages of the project
suffered from high levels of complexity in terms of code, diagrams and other artefacts. This caused significant
problems in terms of communication with the on-site customer and users in general. To address this, the on-site
customer was deemed to be the ‘acid test’ of design. When every diagram or piece of code was completed the
customer would be asked to review and if she was not able to understand and explain the artefact it was deemed
to be not simple enough and had to be simplified or redesigned. This practice was used closely with the on-site
customer practice and created a new workflow in which the on-site customer was involved in tasks that they were
not exposed to previously.
Pair Programming
This practice suggests that software code is written by two programmers on the same machine.
Neither Team A, B or D adopted the pair programming practice routinely or applied it to all programming
tasks. What is quite interesting in these three teams, however, is that while pair-programming was not routinely
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used, there were still examples of emergent or customised use of the practice. In Team A, use of pair
programming was limited to debugging, but pairing was used for the estimation of user stories. Team B paired
for code reviews. They also paired new team members with experienced ones as a way to train new staff. In
Team D, pairing was limited to database development tasks and not other aspects of the project. However, they
did use a software utility which projected an image of one developer’s screen to another, allowing two
developers in two different locations to pair program. Also, the team modified the key commands on each
keyboard, so each developer’s code was automatically highlighted in a different colour, and thus easy to
distinguish.
In comparison, Team C used all features of pair programming routinely on all tasks. Each pair shared a
desktop, with one developer using keyboard (called the driver) and the other using mouse (called the navigator).
Role switching happened when the navigator had some new idea. He could take the keyboard from the driver and
start to write code. Pairing was self-arranged. The developers could choose whom to pair with. Pair rotation, i.e.,
swapping pairing partners, happened frequently so that the team members had opportunities to collaborate and
share knowledge.
Testing First
This practice suggests that tests should be continually written, preferably before writing function code, and must
run without error for development to proceed.
This practice was highly embraced and adhered to by Team A, Team B and Team D. These teams generally
adopted a comprehensive test-oriented development framework, as illustrated in Figure 1, which helped them to
adhere to the practice.

Figure 1: The test-oriented development framework implemented in Team
A, B and D
In addition to adhering to the practice and embracing a similar framework, Team C also demonstrated an
emergent use of the practice by using it to learn third party software. To understand how a piece of software
works, rather than reading documentation, they wrote tests and ran them on it to understand its functionalities.
Continuous Integration
This practice requires the system to be integrated every time a task is completed, often happening many times per
day.
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Continuous integration was implemented consistently in Team A, C and D, with all completing a full
integration at least once every day. The comprehensive test-oriented development framework these teams
adopted (as shown in Figure 1) combined continuous integration with test-driven development to guarantee high
quality code.
In addition, Team B implemented the practice in a more intensive manner from the project outset. Even
though the team was challenged by technical difficulties in implementing the practice, they did not abandon the
practice and all problems were continuously discussed in every iteration retrospectives meeting. When the
system integration process finally worked, the team started using intensive hourly builds. Automated hourly
builds were considered very beneficial and made testing much easier in each Sprint.
Collective Ownership
Collective ownership practice allows any team member to change any code anywhere in the system at anytime,
as opposed to a structure whereby each developer ‘owns’ various parts of the system.
In Team A and Team D collective ownership was endorsed by the team members and regarded as a natural
result of team collaboration. Team A and Team D had achieved collective ownership of code, as the practice is
intended.
Collective ownership in Team B and C went well beyond the original intended use of the practice, whereby
just code was collectively owned. In both teams, the team members shared other forms of working resources or
results as well. For example, both teams had their team email addresses that they used as a shared single identity
in communication with their customers. Additionally, achievements in both teams were shared among team
members, and no one claimed ownership of a particular solution.
Refactoring
This practice suggests that programmers restructure the system, without removing functionality, to improve code
performance, simplicity and flexibility.
All four teams were aware of the practice but none routinely used it for every piece of code. They did so
only if there was a good reason. Therefore, the assimilation of the practice was at the acceptance stage in all four
teams. For instance, in Team B refactoring was used only for complex parts of the system due to the perceived
high cost of refactoring. In Team C the developers refactored code only when there were duplicated behaviours
in the system. They attempted to deliver working code that was useful, but not perfect.
Table 3 summarises the case analysis results, presenting agile practices used in the four cases and the
assimilation stages they have reached.

Agile practice
Small releases
(Sprints)

Team A
Used in an ad-hoc
manner

Planning game
(Sprint planning)

Used on an ad-hoc
basis

Stand-up meetings

Not routinely used

Practice in use in the four cases
Team B
Team C
Used routinely and
Used routinely and
consistently
consistently
Routinely used, and
Regular Sprint
supported by different
planning meetings
planning techniques
Regularly conducted
Routinely used with
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Team D
Used in an ad-hoc
manner
Customised with
voting mechanism but
not regularly used
Routinely used with

(daily meetings)
Retrospectives
(post game
sessions)

increasing intensity
Only manager
reflected on the
process irregularly

40-hour week

On-site Customer

Implemented
partially using parttime customer proxy,
not regularly used

Simple design

Regularly conducted

Regularly conducted
with increasing intensity
and extension to selfreflection

Endorsed and
adhered to

Endorsed and adhered
to using 25-minute
time-box

Implemented partially
using part-time
product owner, but
regularly used

Implemented partially
by involving customer
in planning game, but
regularly used

Accepted as a useful
approach

Highly embraced and
adhered to

Pair programming

Not routinely used,
used to debugging
and estimation tasks

Not routinely used,
used for code review
and new staff training

Testing first

Highly embraced
and adhered to

Highly embraced and
adhered to

Continuous
integration

Highly embraced
and adhered to

Collective
Ownership

Used and endorsed
by whole team

Refactoring

Used when it makes
sense
Acceptance

Highly embraced and
adhered to, and used
in an intensive
manner
Used and endorsed
by whole team, not
limited to code only
Used when it makes
sense
Routinisation

Routinely used on all
tasks, with role
switching and pair
rotation
Highly embraced and
adhered to, and used in
studying new software
package
Highly embraced and
adhered to
Used and endorsed by
whole team, not limited
to code only
Used when it makes
sense
Infusion

increasing intensity
and adjustment
Regularly conducted
Endorsed and
adhered to through
varying working hours
to suit its specific need

Highly embraced, and
enabling more
customer participation
in the development
process
Not routinely used,
limited use, but used
sophisticatedly
Highly embraced

Highly embraced and
adhered to
Used and endorsed by
whole team
Used when it makes
sense
Practice not used

Table 3: A summary of agile practice assimilation in the four cases

DISCUSSION
Our case analysis shows that the concepts of the later assimilation stages of innovation, i.e., acceptance,
routinisation and infusion, are largely applicable to the context of agile methods, and reflected in the assimilation
of the agile practices used in the four case teams. However, some scenarios uncovered in our case studies do not
lend themselves naturally to the conceptualisation of the assimilation stages defined in the literature. In this
section we reflect on the definitions of the later assimilation stages in light of the case study results.
Acceptance of Agile Practices. The acceptance of an agile practice means that the adopting team are
committing to using it. Logically, the fact that an agile practice is used by the team can be taken as evidence that
the adopting team have committed to using it. In line with exiting literature, our case studies show that what the
team actually use is not always the text-book version of the practice, but rather tailored to the specific context of
the team, such as the planning game and pair programming practices in Team D for example. It is common that
an agile adopting team customize the agile practices to suit the team’s organisational context before they are put
into use. Furthermore, customization is a continual process and the adopting team may constantly review and
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adjust the agile practices they use, reflecting the essence of agility. Based on this understanding, we adapt the
definition of the acceptance of an agile practice as “a commitment to using an agile practice, either ‘by the book’,
or in some tailored fashion”.
Routinisation of Agile Practices. To understand if an agile practice reaches the routinisation stage, we need
to know if it becomes a routine part of the development process of the team. For some practices, we can observe
the frequency of usage to see if they are used regularly or routinely, such as the planning game (supposed to be
used once per iteration), stand-up meeting (daily), or pair programming (continuously). However, the level of
routinisation of some other practices, such as the 40-hour week or simple design, are difficult to judge if they are
routinely used based on frequency, since they are more abstract and bear closer resemblance to principles than
concrete, tangible practices. Therefore for these practices, rather than looking at the frequency of usage, we need
to examine if the adopting team actually endorse or embrace them and how strongly they adhere to them. Based
on this understanding, the routinisation of an agile practice can be defined as “the extent to which an agile
practice is frequently used, highly embrace and adhere to, and no longer considered as something out of the
ordinary”.
Infusion of Agile Practices. If an agile practice is routinised in the adopting team’s development process, it
then can be further analysed to see if it reaches the infusion stage by examining if the team use the practice in a
comprehensive or sophisticated manner. The three facets of infusion suggested by the innovation assimilation
literature, i.e., extensive use, integrative use and emergent use, are indicators of such a manner. However, our
case study results show that, in the context of agile practice assimilation, the indicators of infusion are not limited
to these three. There are also intensive use and deeply customised use of an agile practice that indicate a
sophistication or comprehensiveness. By intensive use we mean that an agile practice is used with intensity
beyond that suggested by the textbook. The way retrospectives and stand-up meetings were used in Team C is a
good example of intensive use of these practices. By deeply customised use we mean that an agile practice is
adapted at a deep level to suit the need of the adopting team. Generally, deep level of customisation can only be
done after the adopting team use the practice for a significant period of time and become proficient in using it.
The 40-hour week implemented in Team C and D are examples of deeply customised use of the practice. Based
on this understanding, we define the infusion of an agile practice as “the adopting team not only using an agile
practice routinely, but also in a comprehensive or sophisticated manner”, which is indicated by any of the five
facets previously discussed.
It is important to note that the indicators of infusion should not be used in isolation, but in combination with
routinisation, to decide if an agile practice is infused in the adopting team. This is in line with the assumption that
the assimilation stages are sequential, i.e. acceptance to routinisation to infusion. Zmud and Apple (1992) show
empirical evidence to support the argument that an organisation could not achieve infusion without having
reached routinisation first. An agile practice can be used in a sophisticated manner, but if it is not routinised into
the adopting team’s development process, it is still considered to be at the acceptance stage despite the
sophistication. The planning game and pair programming practices used in Team D are such examples. Instead
teams using agile practices as a routine part of their development work may be in a good position to discover
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comprehensive and sophisticated ways of using them. However, the sequential assumption underlying the
assimilation stages does not necessarily mean that the adopting team can always succeed in transitioning through
the stages. The assimilation of the on-site customer practice in Team D was a good illustration of this point. The
well-routinised on-site customer practice fell apart shortly after the deeply customised use of the practice was
introduced. An interesting avenue for future research would be to examine why the adopting team does not
always progress sequentially through these assimilation stages.
Table 4 summarises the adaptation and extension of the concepts of the later innovation assimilation stages
in the context of agile methods.
Assimilation stages

Agile practice assimilation

Acceptance

a commitment to using an agile practice, either ‘by the book’, or in some tailored fashion;

Routinisation

the extent to which an agile practice is frequently used, highly embrace and adhere to, and no
longer considered as something out of the ordinary;

Infusion

The adopting team not only using an agile practice routinely, but also in a comprehensive or
sophisticated manner, which is indicated by any of the following facets:
- extensive use: more features of an agile practice are used;
- integrative use: an agile practice is used to create new workflow linkages among tasks
- emergent use: an agile practice is used to perform tasks not in the pre-conceived scope
- intensive use: an agile practice is used with intensity beyond that suggested by the textbook.
- deeply customised use: an agile practice is adapted at a deep level to suit the need of the
adopting team

Table 4: The assimilation stages of agile practice in use
The assimilation stages of agile practices in use, in combination with the organisational context in which an
ISD team is embedded, can help develop a better understanding of the adoption and use of agile practices. Even
though the primary focus of our paper is to define the assimilation stages of agile practices in use, some insights
on how agile methods are used and assimilated are gleaned from our study, which illustrates the usefulness of the
proposed concepts in Table 4.
One observation from the results of data analysis is that the duration of usage does not affect the level of
assimilation of an agile practice. As shown in Table 3, agile practices have been used in different modes and
have reached different stages of assimilation in the four teams. Many practices remained at the acceptance stage
in one team but reached deeper assimilation levels in the other teams over the same or even shorter period of
time. It may be argued that, based on this analysis, the duration of use does not have a proportional effect on the
assimilation stage that an agile practice can reach. Fishman (2000) argues that time would be one factor affecting
the ability to reach the later assimilation stages, which means that companies that adopt new innovations early
would have more time to reach deeper levels of assimilation and, therefore, get benefits of the use of innovation
earlier. Our study suggests that, where agile method practices are concerned, time may not be an appropriate
indicator in the evaluation of the assimilation stages of agile practices. This is an important aspect to take into
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consideration for studies that intend to understand how agile practices have been routinised and infused in a team
or organisation. Time is an important dimension in this kind of study, but one needs to be cautious when using it
as a measure to determine ‘successful’ adoption of agile methods.
Another practical observation is that the needs of an adopting team may drive relevant practices to a deeper
level of assimilation. In Team A for example, agile practices addressing management issues remained at the
acceptance stage while development practices, such as testing and continuous integration, have reached the
routinisation stage within the same timeframe. One possible explanation is that Team A needed to maintain an
exceptionally high level of software quality, which was a consequence of the software product line approach
adopted by the company. Quality related practices such as testing first and continuous integration can address
this need. Meanwhile, the company of Team A always had an open culture where developers communicated and
collaborated freely. The need to emphasise these aspects through adopting the relevant agile practices was
relatively low. As a result, practices such as stand-up meetings did not reach the routinisation stage even though
they were in place for over 4 years. This understanding has a practical implication on how to effectively adopt
agile practices. Since the agile practices that address the needs of a team have the potential to be routinised or
infused, rather than taking the whole set of practices of an agile method it may be sensible to identify the areas
that a team most needs to improve and then select agile practices relevant to that need.

CONCLUSION
The popularity of agile methods has been increasing over the last decade among software development
practitioners and researchers alike. However a systematic and insightful understanding of agile method in use is
yet to be achieved. Our study is one of the first attempts to explore agile method in use through an innovation
assimilation perspective and to conceptualise the assimilation processes, focusing in particular on the later stages
of assimilation, i.e., acceptance, routinisation and infusion. Based on the findings of the multiple case studies
involving agile method use in four software development teams, we reflected upon, adapted and extended the
concepts of innovation assimilation stages in the context of agile methods. The adapted concepts of agile practice
assimilation stages can be applied as a theoretical lens for other empirical studies on agile methods in use to
explore the factors behind different assimilation stages of agile practices. The adapted concepts can also be
operationalised into a set of constructs for quantitatively examining the degrees of agile practice assimilation.
Our study also has implications for practitioners. The agile practice assimilation stages and insights drawn from
them can help teams and senior management to better understand and benchmark how agile methods are actually
adopted and used in real-world contexts and to reflect on their agile method implementation.
There are limitations of the case study approach we adopted, including issues regarding generalisation of
findings from a small number of cases. Because the corporate, team and project characteristics are unique to each
case study, comparisons and generalisations of case study results are difficult and are subject to questions of
external validity (Kitchenham et al., 2002). However, Walsham (1995) argues that, when using a case study
approach, researchers are not necessarily looking for generalisation from a sample to a population, but rather
plausibility and logical reasoning through developing concepts and theory, drawing specific implications, and
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contributing rich insight. This is the type of generalisation we wished to achieve. To evaluate and extend the
proposed agile assimilation framework built from the four cases and make it more adequate for the study of agile
practices in general, one possible avenue, rather than adding more similar cases, is to examine agile practices
beyond those covered in this study i.e. XP and Scrum. Methods such as Lean Software Development, Feature
Driven Development, Agile Project Management, Crystal and Adaptive Software Development are all methods
that could be assessed. Another specific methodological limitation of this study is that, since only snapshots of
agile practices in use have been taken and analysed, it is not possible to analyse how each agile practice moves
along the assimilation stages over time. To address this limitation, longitudinal studies of agile practices
assimilation are desired.
Future research can extend our study and examine the effectiveness of agile practice assimilation and the
barriers and facilitators affecting this assimilation. The agile practice assimilation framework illustrates the path
of assimilation, but it cannot answer, at least by itself, the questions such as “how and why the assimilation of
practice progress from one stage to another?” or “is such progress a good thing?” Further studies that use the
assimilation framework and innovation diffusion research to identify the contextual factors that impact the
assimilation stages (e.g., Kwon & Zmud, 1987) or that link agile practice assimilation to success and
effectiveness may yield some very interesting insights.
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